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Context

Definition [Abowd et al., 1999]
”Context is any information that can be used to characterise the
situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place or object that is
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and application,
including the user and application themselves”

It has not only one definition but multiple, issued from different
domains (AI, HMI, AmI, ...)
It aims at answering to the five W-questions
([Abowd and Mynatt, 2000]): Who, What, Where, When and Why
It is generated by processing raw sensor data (data which is not
processed and retrieved directly from the sensor data sources), it
is checked for consistency and may be also enriched with meta
data and with other kinds of data (e.g. social networks).
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What is context for?

Presentation: Decision of what information and services need to
be presented to the user

to help the user in his/her activities
to help the user to better understand the execution of the device

Execution: Automatic execution of services in the right situation,
the right way.
e.g. when a user starts driving home from their office, the ”House”

application switches on the air condition system, the coffee
machine to be ready to use by the time the user steps into his
house.

Tagging (also called denotation): Sensor data is tagged together
with context to support later processing and retrieval.
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What is context for?

Mobile access to personalized content in the domestic sphere

Personnal recommendation based on user context

etc

Ability to connect sensors to the IoT middleware
easily: This is an important functionality where billions of
sensors are expected to be connected to IoT middleware
solutions. Due to the scale, it is not feasible to connect
sensors manually by technical people. We demonstrated how
the connecting sensors can be automated in [13]. In addition,
IEEE 1451 [14] and SensorML [15] allow to make the
automation process more sophisticated.

Ability to understand and maintain context infor-
mation (what, when, who, how, why) about sensors:
Context information about sensors needs to be acquired and
stored with appropriate annotations which make it easy to
retrieve them later. Up-to-date information such as sensor
capabilities, location, sampling rate, nearby sensors, battery
life, etc. need to be maintained. This knowledge is required
to select appropriate sensors based on the users’ request.

Ability to understand the user requirement / request /
problem: CA4IOT needs to reason and understand the user
request. For example, as explained in Figure 3, CA4IOT
should be able to understand the relationship between en-
vironmental pollution and low-level sensors such as tem-
perature sensors and pH sensors. This can be achieved
by maintaining knowledge about application domains using
knowledge bases. In addition, these knowledge bases should
be able to extend easily by plugin additional knowledge
bases which contain knowledge on different application
domains when necessary.

Ability to fill the gap between high-level user re-
quirements and low-level sensors capabilities: Reasoning
(e.g. semantic or statistical) is essential to understand the
relationship between high-level user requirements and low-
level sensor capabilities as explained in Figure 3. Further
reasoning is required to identify relevant context informa-
tion based on given sensor reading and also to generate
new knowledge (e.g. read GPS location coordinates of two
sensors and decide they are nearby).

Ability to extract high-level context information using
low-level raw sensor data: There are many operations that
can be applied to the sensor data. An operation could be as
simple as averaging or as complex as combining multiple
sensor readings and calculate a single reading or generating
missing values by evaluating historic sensor data. Mostly,
data fusion operations are used to generate new context
knowledge.

Ability to manage users: This is about acquiring, reason-
ing and storing user information. When users make requests,
CA4IOT needs to keep track of them in term of the their
requirements, output format required, additional constraints
such as sampling rate, data volume, and so on. Further,
CA4IOT needs to provide a mechanism to interact with the
users which will allow to define their requirement easily.

These functionalities allow us to achieve our main objec-
tive as depicted in Figure 4 in three steps. In Step 1, user
provides his requirement to CA4IOT. CA4IOT understands

the user problem and selects the appropriate sensors as
shown in step 2. In step 3, CA4IOT combines the sensor
data retrieved from selected sensors as a single data stream
and sends them to the user. The next section provides an
overview on layered architecture of CA4IOT.
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Figure 4. Functional objective of CA4IOT

IV. LAYERED ARCHITECTURE

This section provides a high-level overview of the
CA4IOT architecture based on layers. As we mentioned
earlier, CA4IOT is not focused on providing a complete
software solution that addresses all the requirements needed
in IoT paradigm. Instead, we focus on a single problem
as discussed in Section II. As a result, layered architecture
depicted in Figure 5 intended only to address that specific
problem. We recommend not to employ CA4IOT as a stan-
dalone middleware, but to combine the architecture, models,
and techniques into existing IoT middleware solutions which
intend to fulfill the demands in IoT paradigm.

The CA4IOT architecture consists of four layers: Data,
Semantics, and Context Dissemination Layer (DSCDL), Pro-
cessing and Reasoning Layer (CPRL), Context and Seman-
tic Discovery Layer (CSDL), and Sensor Data Acquisition
Layer (SDAL).

However, there are two other layers (User layer and
sensing layer) that interact with CA4IOT. They are not part
of CA4IOT. However, they are essential for a successful
interaction and execution. Each layer is designed to per-
form a specific action. Most of the IoT, sensor network,
and context management middleware solutions always have
similar layers with similar names. We have named each layer
based on its responsibility. The following describes each
layer briefly. Here, we introduce the components that belong
to each layer though we discuss the components in detail in
Section V.

User Layer (UL): This is the layer that represents the
users and it is not a core layer in CA4IOT. Users can be
human users, applications, or services. User Oriented Front
End (UOFE) is a part of this layer and therefore, it is not a
core component in CA4IOT architecture.

Data, Semantics, and Context Dissemination Layer
(DSCDL): This layer is responsible to manage users. The
components belong to this layer are data dispatcher, request
manager, and publish/subscribe.

after [Perera et al., 2012]
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Context Aware Computing

Definition [Abowd et al., 1999]
Context Aware Computing refers to system that uses context to
provide relevant information and/or services to the user. Relevancy
depends on the service/user’s task.

It exists and is used since the early 1990s ( [Schilit and Theimer, 1994])
and has been established as a well known research area in computer
science

It has given rise to multiple definitions and models, to developments of a
significant amount of prototypes, systems and solutions during the last
two-decades

It is playing a critical role in the current shift to the Internet Of Things
where the connection of billions of sensors to the Internet requires
deciding what data needs to be processed
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Context Aware Service

Definition
Context Aware Services detect, interpret and react to context data
and dynamically change or adapt their behaviour based on those
data.
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Context Computing Cycle
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9) WCXMS Lifecycle [109]: (context sensing ! context
transmission ! context acquisition ! ... ) ! context
classification ! context handling ! (context dissemi-
nation ! context usage ! context deletion ! context
request !... ) ! context maintenance ! context dispo-
sition !...

10) Baldauf et al. [10]: sensors ! raw data retrieval !
reprocessing ! storage ! application.

In addition to the life cycles, Bernardos et al. [107] iden-
tified three phases in a typical context management system:
context acquisition, information processing, and reasoning and
decision. After reviewing the above life cycles, we derived an
appropriate (i.e. minimum number of phases but includes all
essential) context life cycle as depicted in Figure 6.

Context 

Acquisition

Context 

Modelling

Context 
Reasoning

Context 

Dissemination

Fig. 6. This is the simplest form of a context life cycle. These four steps
are essential in context management systems and middleware solutions. All
the other functions that may offer by systems are value added services.

This context life cycle consists of four phases. First, context
needs to be acquired from various sources. The sources could
be physical sensors or virtual sensors (context acquisition).
Second, the collected data needs to be modelled and represent
according to a meaningful manner (context modelling). Third,
modelled data needs to be processed to derive high-level
context information from low-level raw sensor data (context
reasoning). Finally, both high-level and low-level context
needs to be distributed to the consumers who are interested
in context (context dissemination). The following discussion
is based on these four phases.

A. Context Acquisition

In this section we discuss five factors that need to be consid-
ered when developing context-aware middleware solutions in
the IoT paradigm. The techniques used to acquire context can
be varied based on responsibility, frequency, context source,
sensor type, and acquisition process.

1) Based on Responsibility: Context (e.g. sensor data)
acquisition can be primarily accomplished using two methods
[118]: push and pull. A comparison is presented in Table V.
• Pull: The software component which is responsible for
acquiring sensor data from sensors make a request (e.g.
query) from the sensor hardware periodically (i.e. after
certain intervals) or instantly to acquire data.

• Push: The physical or virtual sensor pushes data to the
software component which is responsible to acquiring sensor
data periodically or instantly. Periodical or instant pushing
can be employed to facilitate a publish and subscribe model.
2) Based on Frequency: Further, in the IoT paradigm,

context can be generated based on two different event types:
instant events and interval events VI.
• Instant (also known as threshold violation): These events oc-

cur instantly. The events do not span across certain amounts
of time. Open a door, switch on a light, or animal enters
experimental crop field are some types of instant events. In
order to detect this type of event, sensor data needs to be
acquired when the event occurs. Both push and pull methods
can be employed.

• Interval (also known as periodically): These events span a
certain period of time. Raining, animal eating a plant, or
winter are some interval events. In order to detect this type
of event, sensor data needs to be acquired periodically (e.g.
sense and send data to the software every 20 seconds). Both
push and pull methods can be employed.
3) Based on Source: In addition, context acquisition meth-

ods can be categorised into three categories [119] based on
where the context came from. A comparison is presented in
Table VII.
• Acquire directly from sensor hardware: In this method, con-

text is directly acquired from the sensor by communicating
with the sensor hardware and related APIs. Software drivers
and libraries need to be installed locally. This method is
typically used to retrieve data from sensors attached locally.
Most devices and sensors today require some amount of
driver support and can be connected via USB, COM, or serial
ports. However, wireless technologies are becoming popular
in the sensor community, which allows data transmission
without driver installations. In the IoT paradigm most objects
will communicate with each other via a wireless means.

• Acquire through a middleware infrastructure: In this
method, sensor (context) data is acquired by middleware
solutions such as GSN. The applications can retrieve sensor
data from the middleware and not from the sensor hardware
directly. For example, some GSN instances will directly
access sensor hardware and rest of the GSN instances will
communicate with other GSN instances to retrieve data.

• Acquire from context servers: In this method, context is
acquired from several other context storages (e.g. databases,
RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds, web services) via
different mechanisms such as web service calls. This mech-
anism is useful when the hosting device of the context-aware
application has limited computing resources. Resource-rich
context servers can be used to acquire and process context.
4) Based on Sensor Types: There are different types of

sensors that can be employed to acquire context. In general
usage, the term ‘sensor’ is used to refer to tangible sensor
hardware devices. However, among the technical community,
sensors are refer to as any data source that provides relevant
context. Therefore, sensors can be divided into three categories
[120]: physical, virtual, and logical. A comparison is presented
in Table VIII.

after [Perera et al., 2013]
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Context in Context Aware Systems

No application-level context model: Context life cycle
operations are within the application boundaries
Implicit context model: Context life cycle operations belong to
libraries, frameworks, and toolkits
; It provides a standard design to follow that makes it easier to build

the applications
; The context is still hard bound to the application

Explicit context model: Context life cycle operations lie outside
the application boundaries, being part of a context management
infrastructure or middleware solution.
; Context management and application are clearly separated and

can be developed and extended independently
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Context Awareness Levels

Personalisation: Users set their preferences, likes, and
expectation to the system manually
e.g. Users may set the preferred temperature in a smart home

environment where the heating system of the home can maintain
the specified temperature across all rooms

Passive context-awareness: The system constantly monitors
the environment and offers the appropriate options to the users
so they can take actions.
e.g. When a user enters a super market, the mobile phone alerts the

user with a list of discounted products to be considered
Active context-awareness: The system continuously and
autonomously monitors the situation and acts autonomously.
e.g. If the smoke detectors and temperature sensors detect a fire in a

room in a smart home environment, the system will automatically
notify the fire brigade as well as the owner of the house via
appropriate methods such as phone calls.
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Example

Proactive applications take initiative on behalf of the user, based on the environment and context. An example
is a heating system that pro-actively starts heating the house when the context user on her way home is
detected. A further example is a system that automatically launches a bus timetable application when the user
is starting the device at the bus stop. The basic idea of proactive applications is that the system anticipates –
based  on  context  –  what  application  the  user  will  need  and  already  executes  it.  Technically,  these  are
sometimes referred to as triggers. A context triggers the launch of an application.

Adaptive applications are conceptually very similar. The main difference is that functions are triggered
based on context rather than on complete applications. However, the granularity of applications and functions
can differ greatly; hence the discrimination is not of great relevance. When creating context-adaptive systems,
the basic approach is first to define a set of contexts that are relevant for adaptation, then to select a set of
functions  or  applications  that  are  used,  and  lastly  to  create  a  mapping  between  the  contexts  and  the
functionalities. This can be done by making a table like Table 14.7, which applies to an adaptive "home screen."
The  mapping  also  defines  in  what  way  the  trigger  is  executed.  In  this  example,  most  of  the  application
functions are executed “On Entry” which means the function is triggered when the user enters the context.
When the user switches to another application, the trigger will not be repeated. The trigger named “Always” will
make sure that the triggered application is repeatedly called; in our case, the map will always be shown on the
home screen when the user is in the car. In case the user switches to another application, the trigger will check
every 30 seconds and switch back to the map (given there is no user activity). A further example is a trigger
named “Every 60 Seconds." Such a trigger is useful to continuously (in this case every 60 seconds) call  a
function while the user remains in a certain context. The final example of a trigger is “On Exit” which calls a
function when the user leaves a context. There is no need for a formal description, but creating a table as
shown below helps in the design and implementation of the application. The table also shows that contexts
can be  present  in  more  than  one  row as  some contexts  require  more  than  one  function  to  be  triggered.
Similarly, functions are not exclusive to one context; a function can be triggered by many contexts.

Context Timing/Trigger-Mode Triggered Function

In the office On Entry Show calendar on home screen

On the bus On Entry Run Music Player

In the car Always, check every 30
second

Show map on home screen

In the car Every 60 Seconds Submit current location to web
service

At home On Entry Show Facebook messages on
home screen

At home On Exit Show todo and shopping list

At the gym On Entry Run Music Player

Table 14.7: Context-Function mapping for a sample application

 

Design Hint 4: Designing proactive applications is very difficult because the system has to anticipate what
the user wants. In many cases, it is much easier not to present “the application” and rather to present a set of
potential interesting applications which the user can launch. For example, a context-aware "home screen"
may offer a selection of applications that are useful in a given context rather than attempting to choose the
right one.

Context-aware user interfaces are a special case of context-aware functions. Basically, this means a system
where the context-aware functions are user  interface elements.  The level  of  complexity  in  adaptation and
awareness may differ greatly. A very simple example of a context-aware user interface is the back light of a
device that  is  switched on when the environment is  dark.  Further  examples are  audio profiles that  suit  a
particular situation or screen layouts optimized for a given context. On a mobile device, the input modalities
may be dependent on the context. For example, in a car a mobile device may use a simple menu with a large
font  that  can  be  activated  by  simple  voice  commands,  but  the  same mobile  device  may present  a  more
complex user interface when used during a meeting. The paper by Bill  Schilit  et al (1994),  which originally
introduced the idea, uses an example of a user interface to select a printer. In Figure 14.14 options are shown
how to present the printer selection menu when proximity is available as context. This seems an obvious way
of presenting the list of printers – but even today, decades later, we do not see this approach in operating
systems.

14.6.1 Context-adaptive systems - proactive applications, function triggers,
and adaptive applications

14.6.2 Adaptive and context-aware user interfaces
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Quality of Context (QoC)

QoC based on three parameters:
context data validity,
context data precision,
context data up-to-dateness.

QoC are being used to resolve context data conflicts.
QoC depend on quality of the physical sensor, quality of the
context data, and quality of the delivery process.
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Context Acquisition Factors

Responsibility
Pull: The acquisition module is responsible to request (e.g. query)
acquisition of sensor data to the sensors

or Push: Physical or virtual sensor are responsible to push data to the
aquisition module.

Frequency
Instant events: Events that occur instantly and don’t span across
certain amounts of time.

or Interval events (periodically): Events that span a certain period of
time.

Source
Sensor hardware or Middleware infrastructure or Context servers

Sensor Types
Physical sensors or Virtual sensors or Logical sensors

Acquisition Process
Sense or Derive or Manually provided
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Sensor Networks

Flat Architecture: data transfers
from static sensors nodes to the
sink node using a multi-hop
fashion

Two-layer architecture: more
static and mobile sink nodes are
deployed to collect data from
sensor nodes

Layered architecture: multiple
sensor networks are connected
together over the Internet (;
case of IoT)
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F. Layers in Sensor Networks
We have presented a typical structure of a sensor network

in Figure 3. It comprises the most common components in a
sensor network. As we have shown, with the orange coloured
arrows, data flows from right to left. Data is generated by
the low-end sensor nodes and high-end sensor nodes. Then,
data is collected by mobile and static sink nodes. The sink
nodes send the data to low-end computational devices. These
devices perform a certain amount of processing on the sensor
data. Then, the data is sent to high-end computational devices
to be processed further. Finally, data reaches the cloud where
it will be shared, stored, and processed significantly.

Cloud (Internet)

Static Sink 

Node

Sensor Networks (SN
2
)

Mobile Sink 
Node

High-end 
Computational 

Devices 

Low-end 
Computational 

Devices 

Sink 
Nodes

High-end 
Sensor 
Nodes 

Low-end 
Sensor 
Nodes 

Layer 5 Layer 4 Layer 3 Layer 2 Layer 1Layer 6

Fig. 3. Layered structure of a sensor network: These layers are identified
based on the capabilities posed by the devices. In IoT, this layered architecture
may have additional number of sub layers as it is expected to comprises large
verity of in sensing capabilities.

Based on the capabilities of the devices involved in a sensor
network, we have identified six layers. Information can be
processed in any layer. Capability means the processing, mem-
ory, communication, and energy capacity. Capabilities increase
from layer one to layer six. Based on our identification of
layers, it is evident that an ideal system should understand the
capability differences, and perform data management accord-
ingly. It is all about efficiency and effectiveness. For example,
perform processing in the first few layers could reduce data
communication. However, devices in the first few layers do
not have a sufficient amount of energy and processing power
to do comprehensive data processing [47]. IoT research needs
to find more efficient and effective ways of data management,
such as collecting, modelling, reasoning, distributing.

G. Relationship Between Sensor Networks and IoT
In earlier sections we introduced both IoT and sensor

network concepts. In this section we explain the relation-
ship between the two concepts. Previously, we argued that
sensor networks are the most essential components of the
IoT. Figure 4 illustrates the big picture. The IoT comprises
sensors and actuators. The data is collected using sensors.
Then, it is processed and decisions are made. Finally, actuators
perform the decided actions. This process is further discussed
in Section IV. Further, integration between wireless sensor
networks and the IoT are comprehensively discussed in [48].
The difference between sensor networks (SN) and the IoT is
largely unexplored and blurred. We can elaborate some of the
characteristics of both SN and IoT to identify the differences.
• SN comprises of the sensor hardware (sensors and ac-

tuators), firmware and a thin layer of software. The IoT

comprises everything that SN comprises and further it com-
prises a thick layer of software such as middleware systems,
frameworks, APIs and many more software components. The
software layer is installed across computational devices (both
low and high-end) and the cloud.

• From their origin, SNs were designed, developed, and used
for specific application purposes, for example, detecting bush
fire [44]. In the early days, sensor networks were largely
used for monitoring purposes and not for actuation [49]. In
contrast, IoT is not focused on specific applications. The
IoT can be explained as a general purpose sensor network
[50]. Therefore, the IoT should support many kinds of
applications. During the stage of deploying sensors, the IoT
would not be targeted to collect specific types of sensor
data, rather it would deploy sensors where they can be used
for various application domains. For example, company may
deploy sensors, such as pressure sensors, on a newly built
bridge to track its structural health. However, these sensors
may be reused and connect with many other sensors in
order to track traffic at a later stage. Therefore, middleware
solutions, frameworks, and APIs are designed to provide
generic services and functionalities such as intelligence,
semantic interoperability, context-awareness, etc. that are
required to perform communication between sensors and
actuators effectively.

• Sensor networks can exist without the IoT. However, the IoT
cannot exist without SN, because SN provides the majority
of hardware (e.g. sensing and communicating) infrastructure
support, through providing access to sensors and actuators.
There are several other technologies that can provide access
to sensor hardware, such as wireless ad-hoc networks. How-
ever, they are not scalable and cannot accommodate the needs
of the IoT individually [39], though they can complement the
IoT infrastructure. As is clearly depicted in Figure 4, SN are
a part of the IoT. However, the IoT is not a part of SN.

Fig. 4. Relationship between sensor networks and IoT.

H. Characteristics of the IoT
In Section II-G, we highlighted the differences between sen-

sor networks and the IoT. Further, we briefly explore the char-
acteristics of the IoT from a research perspective. Based on

Each of the layer may process information depending on the capabilities
(processing, memory, communication, energy) of the devices – capabilities
increase from one layer to the other one –.
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Context Model

Definition [Henricksen, 2003]
Context model identifies a concrete subset of the context that is
realistically attainable from sensors, applications and users and able
to be exploited in the execution of the task.
The context model used in a given context-aware application is
usually explicitly specified by the application developer – static
context –, but may evolve over time – dynamic context –.

Context Attribute [Henricksen, 2003]
A context attribute is an element of the context model describing the
context. A context attribute has an identifier, a type and a value, and
optionally a collection of properties describing specific characteristics
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Context Status [Chang et al., 2007]

Context information may have one of the six following states:
ready: Every context is in the ready state at the initial stage
running,
suspended: When the context seems to be invalid temporally
resumed: When the context becomes valid from being
suspended
expired: When the context has expired and further information is
not available (e.g. sensor data has not been received by the
system for the last 60 seconds where all sensor data is
considered to be expired (based on policy) within 20 seconds
from the time it is collected).
terminated: When the context is no longer valid (i.e. inferred
something else) and further information is not available)
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Categories of Context

Geographical Context
Locations, buildings, Floors, Offices

Physical Context
Lightning, noise levels, temperature

Organizational Context
Departments, Projects

User Context
Profile, Location, Capabilities

Action Context
Tasks

Technological Context
Java Programmer

Time Context
Time of day, week, season
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Categories of Context (contd)
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TABLE III
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIFFERENT CONTEXT CATEGORIES
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User
Computing (System) 3
Physical (Environment) 3 3
Historical 3 2 2
Social 3 2 2 2
Networking 3 2 3 2 2
Things 3 2 2 2 2 2
Sensor 3 2 1 2 2 2 2
Who (Identity) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Where (Location) 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
When (Time) 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3
What (Activity) 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
Why 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Sensed 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Static 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Profiled 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
Derived 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
Operational 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
Conceptual 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
Objective 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 2
Cognitive 1 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 3
External (Physical) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 3 2 2 2 3
Internal (Logical) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 3
Low-level (Observable) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 1 3
High-level (Non-Observable) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 3
Notes: We denote row labels as (P) and column labels as (Q). 1 means (P) � (Q) � very high; 2 means (P) � (Q) � moderate; 3 means
(P) � (Q) � very low.

(also called context types) in different perspectives in Table II
and in Table III. These context categories are not completely
different from each other. Each category shares common
characteristics with the others. The similarities and difference
among categories are clearly presented in Table III. Further,
we have listed and briefly explained three major context cate-
gorisation schemes and their categories proposed by previous
researchers. In Table II, we present each categorisation effort
in chronological order from left to right.
• Schilit et al. [79] (1994): They categorised context into three
categories using a conceptual categorisation based technique
on three common questions that can be used to determine
the context.

1) Where you are: This includes all location related in-
formation such as GPS coordinates, common names
(e.g. coffee shop, university, police), specific names
(e.g. Canberra city police), specific addresses, user
preferences (e.g. user’s favourite coffee shop).

2) Who you are with: The information about the people
present around the user.

3) What resources are nearby: This includes information
about resources available in the area where the user is
located, such as machinery, smart objects, and utilities.

• Henricksen [89] (2003): Categorised context into four cat-
egories based on an operational categorisation technique.

1) Sensed: Sensor data directly sensed from the sensors,
such as temperature measured by a temperature sensor.
Values will be changed over time with a high frequency.

2) Static: Static information which will not change over
time, such as manufacturer of the sensor, capabilities
of the sensor, range of the sensor measurements.

3) Profiled: Information that changes over time with a low
frequency, such as once per month (e.g. location of
sensor, sensor ID).

4) Derived: The information computed using primary con-
text such as distance of two sensors calculated using
two GPS sensors.

• Van Bunningen et al. [95] (2005): Instead of categorising
context, they classified the context categorisation schemes
into two broader categories: operational and conceptual.

1) Operational categorisation: Categorise context based on
how they were acquired, modelled, and treated.

2) Conceptual categorisation: Categorise context based on
the meaning and conceptual relationships between the
context.

Based on the evaluation of context categorisation, it is evi-

after [Perera et al., 2013]
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Categories of Context (contd)

Primary context: any
information retrieved without
using existing context and
without performing any kind of
sensor data fusion operations
Secondary context: any
information that can be
computed using primary
context (e.g. sensor data
fusion, data retrieval
operations)

; Some information may belong
to the two categories
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User � � � � �
Computing (System) � � � � �
Physical (Environment) � � � � � �
Historical �
Social �
Networking �
Things �
Sensor �
Who (Identity) � � �
Where (Location) � � �
When (Time) � � � � �
What (Activity) � �
Why �
Sensed � �
Static �
Profiled � �
Derived � �
Operational �
Conceptual �
Objective �
Cognitive �
External (Physical) �
Internal (Logical) �
Low-level (Observable) � �
High-level (Non-Observable) � �

• Primary context: Any information retrieved without using
existing context and without performing any kind of sensor
data fusion operations (e.g. GPS sensor readings as location
information).

• Secondary context: Any information that can be computed
using primary context. The secondary context can be com-
puted by using sensor data fusion operations or data retrieval
operations such as web service calls (e.g. identify the dis-
tance between two sensors by applying sensor data fusion
operations on two raw GPS sensor values). Further, retrieved
context such as phone numbers, addresses, email addresses,
birthdays, list of friends from a contact information provider
based on a personal identity as the primary context can also
be identified as secondary context.

We acknowledge location, identity, time, and activity as
important context information. The IoT paradigm needs to
consider more comprehensive categorisation schemes in a
hierarchical manner, such as major categories, sub categories
and so on. Operational categorisation schemes allow us to
understand the issues and challenges in data acquisition tech-
niques, as well as quality and cost factors related to context.
In contrast, conceptual categorisation allows an understanding
of the conceptual relationships between context. We have to
integrate perspective in order to model context precisely. We
compare different context categorisation schemes in Table IV.
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Location data from GPS 
sensor (e.g. longitude and 
latitude)

Distance of two sensors 
computed using GPS values

Image of a map retrieved 
from map service provider

Identify opening door activity 
from a door sensor

Predict the user activity based 
on the user calender

Find the user activity based on 
mobile phone sensors such as 
GPS, gyroscope, accelerometer  

Retrieve friend list from users 
Facebook profile

Identify a face of a person 
using facial recognition system

Identify user based on 
RFID tag

Read time from a clock

Calculate the season based 
on the weather information

Predict the time based on the 
current  activity and calender

Fig. 5. Context categorisation in two different perspectives: conceptual
and operational. It shows why both operational and conceptual categorisation
schemes are important in IoT paradigm as the capture different perspectives.

In addition to the two categorisation schemes we discussed
earlier there are several other schemes introduced by different
researchers focusing on different perspectives. Further, we
highlight relationships between different context categories

after [Perera et al., 2013]
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Representing Context

New context information needs:
to be defined

in terms of attributes, characteristics, relationships
with previously specified context, quality-of context attributes and
the queries for synchronous context requests

to be organized according to:
Validation of the result of the context modelling step
Merge and addition of the new context information to the existing
context information repository

; the new context information is made available to be used when
required.
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Context Modelling Techniques

Key-Value Modelling: It models context information as key-value
pairs in different formats such as text files and binary files.
Markup Scheme Modelling: It models data using tags.
Graphical Modelling: It models context with relationships(e.g.
use of Unified Modelling Language (UML) or Object Role
Modelling (ORM)).
Object Based Modelling: Object based (or object oriented)
concepts are used to model data using class hierarchies and
relationships.
Logic Based Modelling: Facts, expressions, and rules are used
to represent information about the context.
Ontology Based Modelling: The context is organised into
ontologies using semantic technologies (RDF, RDFS, OWL).
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Context Modelling Techniques (contd)IEEE COMMUNICATIONS SURVEYS & TUTORIALS, VOL. X, NO. X, XXXX XXXX 18

TABLE X
COMPARISON OF CONTEXT MODELLING AND REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUES

Techniques Pros Cons Applicability

Key-Value
• Simple
• Flexible
• Easy to manage when small in size

• Strongly coupled with applications
• Not scalable
• No structure or schema
• Hard to retrieve information
• No way to represent relationships
• No validation support
• No standard processing tools are

available

Can be used to model limited amount of data
such as user preferences and application con-
figurations. Mostly independent and non-related
pieces of information. This is also suitable for
limited data transferring and any other less com-
plex temporary modelling requirements.

Markup
Scheme
Tagged

Encoding
(e.g. xml)

• Flexible
• More structured
• Validation possible through schemas
• Processing tools are available

• Application depended as there are
no standards for structures

• Can be complex when many levels
of information are involved

• Moderately difficult to retrieve in-
formation

Can be used as intermediate data organisation
format as well as mode of data transfer over
network. Can be used to decouple data structures
used by two components in a system. (e.g.
SensorML [133] for store sensor descriptions,
JSON as a format to data transfer over network)

Graphical
(e.g.

databases)

• Allows relationships modelling
• Information retrieval is moderately

easier
• Different standards and implemen-

tations are available.
• Validation possible through con-

straints

• Querying can be complex
• Configuration may be required
• Interoperability among different im-

plementation is difficult
• No standards but governed by de-

sign principles

Can be used for long term and large volume of
permanent data archival. Historic context can be
store in databases.

Object
Based

• Allows relationships modelling
• Can be well integrated using pro-

gramming languages
• Processing tools are available

• Hard to retrieve information
• No standards but govern by design

principles
• Lack of validation

Can be used to represent context in program-
ming code level. Allows context runtime manip-
ulation. Very short term, temporary, and mostly
stored in computer memory. Also support data
transfer over network.

Logic
Based

• Allows to generate high-level con-
text using low-level context

• Simple to model and use
• support logical reasoning
• Processing tools are available

• No standards
• Lack of validation
• Strongly coupled with applications

Can be used to generate high-level context using
low-level context (i.e. generate new knowledge),
model events and actions (i.e. event detection),
and define constrains and restrictions.

Ontology
Based

• Support semantic reasoning
• Allows more expressive representa-

tion of context
• Strong validation
• Application independent and allows

sharing
• Strong support by standardisations
• Fairly sophisticated tools available

• Representation can be complex
• Information retrieval can be com-

plex and resource intensive

Can be used to model domain knowledge and
structure context based on the relationships de-
fined by the ontology. Rather than storing data
on ontologies, data can be stored in appropriate
data sources (i.e. databases) while structure is
provided by ontologies.

identified the relevant concepts of that phenomenon. Explicit
means that the type of concepts used, and the constraints
on their use are explicitly defined. For example, in medical
domains, the concepts are diseases and symptoms, the re-
lations between them are causal and a constraint is that a
disease cannot cause itself. Formal refers to the fact that
the ontology should be machine readable, which excludes
natural language. Shared reflects the notion that an ontology
captures consensual knowledge, that is, it is not private to
some individual, but accepted by a group.” Another acceptable
definition has been presented by Noy and McGuinness [136].
Further ontologies are discussed extensively as principles,
methods, and applications in perspective [138].

Some of the requirements and objectives behind design-
ing an ontology are simplicity, flexibility and extensibility,
generality, and expressiveness [139]. In addition, some of
the general requirements in context modelling and represen-
tation are unique identification, validation, reuse, handling
uncertainty, and incomplete information [11]. A further eight
principles for developing ontologies are identified by Korpipaa
and Mantyjarvi [140] as: domain, simplicity, practical access,

flexibility and expandability, facilitate inference, genericity,
efficiency, and expressiveness.

Ontologies consists of several common key components
[141], [142] such as individuals, classes, attributes, relations,
function terms, restrictions, rules, axioms, and events. Further-
more, there are two steps in developing ontologies. First, the
domain and scope need to be clearly defined. Then existing
ontologies need to be reviewed to find the possibilities of
leverage existing in ontologies. One of the main goals of
ontologies is the reusability of shared knowledge. By the time
this survey was prepared, there were several popular domains
that design, develop, and use ontologies. Sensor domain is one
of them. A survey of the semantic specification of sensors
is presented in [143]. They have evaluated and compared a
number of ontologies and their capabilities.

There are several popular semantic web ontology languages
that can be used to develop ontologies: RDF [144], RDFS
[145], OWL [146]. The current recommendation is OWL 2
which is an extended version of OWL. A significant amount
of OWL usage has been noticed in the context modelling ad
reasoning domain [11]. It further emphasises the requirement

after [Perera et al., 2013]
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Reasoning on Context

Definition [Bikakis et al., 2008]
Method of deducing new knowledge, and understanding better, based
on the available context. It denotes the process of giving high-level
context deductions from a set of contexts (also called inferencing).
Reasoning performance can be measure using efficiency, soudness,
completeness and interoperability.

It may be divided into three phases:
Context pre-processing: cleaning of the collected sensor data
(filling missing values, removing outliers, validating context via
multiple sources, etc)
Sensor data fusion: combining sensor data from multiple sensors
to produce more accurate, more complete and more dependable
information
Context inference: generation of high-level context information
using lower-level context.
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Context Reasoning techniques

Supervised learning: collect of traning examples; label them
according to the expected results; derivation of a function that
can generate the expected results using the training data (e.g.
decision tree, baysian networks, artificial neural networks,
support vector machines)
Unsupervised learning: e.g. k-nearest neighbour, etc
Rules: IF-THEN-ELSE format to generate high-level context
information using low level context
Fuzzy logic: approximate reasoning instead of fixed and crisp
reasoning
Ontology based: based on description logic
Probabilistic logic: decisions made based on probabilities
attached to the facts related to the problem.
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TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF CONTEXT REASONING DECISION MODELLING TECHNIQUES

Techniques Pros Cons Applicability

Supervised
Learning

(Artificial neural
network,
Bayesian
Networks,
Case-based
reasoning,

Decision tree
learning, Support
vector machines)

• Fairly accurate
• Number of alternative models are

available
• Have mathematical and statistical

foundation

• Require significant amount of
data

• Every data element need to be
converted in to numerical values

• Selecting feature set could be
challenging

• Can be more resource intensive
(processing, storage, time)

• less semantic so less meaningful
• Training data required
• Models can be complex
• Difficult to capture existing

knowledge

For situation where the feature set is easily
identifiable, possible out comes are known,
and large data sets (for training as well) are
available in numerical terms. (For example:
activity recognition, missing value identifi-
cation)

Unsupervised
Learning

(Clustering,
k-Nearest

Neighbour)

• No training data required
• No need to know the possible out-

come

• Models can be complex
• Less semantic so less meaningful
• Difficult to validate
• Outcome is not predictable
• Can be more resource intensive

(processing, storage, time)

For situations where possible out comes are
not known (For example: unusual behaviour
detection, analysing agricultural fields to
identify appropriate location to plant a spe-
cific type of crop)

Rules

• Simple to define
• Easy to extend
• Less resource (e.g. processing, stor-

age) intensive

• Should define manually
• Can be error prone due to manual

work
• No validation or quality checking

For situations where raw data elements need
to be converted in to high level context
information. Suitable to be used to define
events.

Fuzzy Logic

• Allow more natural representation
• Simple to define
• Easy to extend
• Less resource (e.g. processing, stor-

age) intensive
• Can handle uncertainty

• Should define manually
• Can be error prone due to manual

work
• No validation or quality checking
• May reduce the quality (e.g. pre-

cision) of the results due to nat-
ural representation

For situation where low-level context need
to be converted in to high-level more natural
context information. This type of simplifi-
cation will make it easy to process further.
For example, control automated irrigation
system where water will be released when
the system detect the soil is ‘dry’

Ontology based
(First-Order

Predicate Logic)

• Allow complex reasoning
• Allow complex representation
• More meaningful results
• Validation and quality checking is

possible
• Can reason both numerical and tex-

tual data

• Data need to be modelled in
a compatible format (e.g. OWL,
RDF)

• Limited numerical reasoning
• Low performance (e.g. require

more computation power and
time)

For situations where knowledge is criti-
cal. For example, store and reason domain
knowledge about agricultural domain. It al-
lows the context information to be store
according to the ontology structure and au-
tomatically reason later when required

Probabilistic logic
(Dempster-Shafer,

hidden Markov
Models, naive

Bayes)

• Allows to combine evidence
• Can handle unseen situations
• Alternative models are available
• Can handle uncertainty
• provide moderately meaningful re-

sults

• Should know the probabilities
• Reason numerical values only

For situations where probabilities are
known and combing evidence from different
sources are essential. For example, evidence
produced from a camera, infra-red sensors,
acoustics sensor, and motion detector can be
combined to detect a wind animal infiltrate
to a agricultural field

RDQL, RQL, TRIPLE and number of reasoning engines:
FACT [172], RACER, Pellet [173]. Rules such as SWRL
[160] are increasingly popular in ontological reasoning. The
advantage of ontological reasoning is that it integrates well
with ontology modelling. In contrast, a disadvantage is that
ontological reasoning is not capable of finding missing values
or ambiguous information where statistical reasoning tech-
niques are good at that. Rules can be used to minimise
this weakness by generating new context information based
on low-level context. Missing values can also be tackled
by having rules that enable missing values to be replaced
with suitable predefined values. However, these mechanism
will not perform accurately in highly dynamic and uncertain
domains. Ontological reasoning is heavily used in a wide
range of applications, such as activity recognition [151],
hybrid reasoning [151], and event detection [165]. A survey
on semantic based reasoning is presented in [147]. It also

compares a number of context aware frameworks based on
modelling technique, reasoning techniques, and architectures
used in their systems. Comprehensive and extensive amounts
of information on semantic technology are available in [130],
[131], [132]. In addition, a semantic based architecture for
sensor data fusion is presented in [174], [175], [176].

6) Probabilistic logic: This category of techniques allows
decisions to be made based on probabilities attached to the
facts related to the problem. It can be used to combine
sensor data from two different sources. Further, it can be
used to identify resolutions to conflicts among context. Most
often these techniques are used to understand occurrence of
events. Probabilistic logic has been used in [168] to encode
access control policies. Dempster-Shafer, which is based on
probabilistic logic, allows different evidence to be combined
to calculate the probability of an event. Dempster-Shafer is
commonly used in sensor data fusion for activity recognition.
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Challenges in Context Reasoning

Imperfect nature of the available context information
Unknown, ambiguous, imprecise, erroneous

Special characteristics of ambient environments
Agents with different goals, computing and perceptive capabilities,
and vocabularies
Highly dynamic and open environments
Distributed context knowledge
Unreliable and restricted wireless communications
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Context Dissemination

Defnition
It provides methods to deliver context to the consumers.
From the consumer perspective, this task could be called context
acquisition.

Two methods are commonly used:
Query: Context consumer makes a request in terms of a query,
so the context management system can use that query to
produce results.
Subscription (also called publish / subscribe): Context consumer
can be allowed to subscribe with a context management system
by describing the requirements. The system will then return the
results periodically or when an event occurs (threshold violation).
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Context Management Architecture
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Figure 6. CA4IOT component-level architecture

(SDD) files as explained in [13] or can be manually
developed by programmers. In order to communicate with
a specific sensor, CA4IOT should have a corresponding
wrapper attached it. For example, in order to communi-
cate with SunSPOT [16] sensor, CA4IOT should have a
SunSPOT wrapper that is capable of communicate with
SunSPOT sensor. However, in some circumstances single
wrapper can be used to communicate with different types
of devices as mentioned in [12] if the devices follow same
communication protocols and hardware APIs.

• Sensor Wrapper Repository (SWR) (C6): It holds all
the sensor wrappers that have been created before. When
CA4IOT wants to retrieve sensor data from a senor, a
request will be sent to SWR to check whether there is
a corresponding wrapper available in the repository. If
found, the wrapper will be assigned to the CSD. If not,
the request will be forwarded to the SDD local repository.

• SDD Local Repository (SDDLR) (C7): It is responsible
to handle SDD files locally. When CA4IOT could not
find a wrapper in SWR, CA4IOT will send a request to
SDDLR to check whether there is a SDD file that can be
used to generate the wrapper that is needed. If found, the
SDD file will be sent to SWG to generate the wrapper
based on the SDD.

• SDD Cloud Repository (SDDCR) (C8): This is same as

SDDLR but resides in the cloud. Developers around the
world can submit the sensor wrappers to this repository as
explained in [13]. SDDLR can communicate with SDDCR
to retrieve SDD files that are not available in SDDLR.

• Sensor Wrapper Generator (SWG) (C9): It generates
the sensor wrappers based on sensor device definition
(SDD) files and send them to SWR.

• Context and Semantic Discoverer(s) (CSD) (C3): These
components are specifically custom build to satisfy user
requirements. That means each CSD is responsible to
satisfy one user request. Further, each CSD can commu-
nicate with multiple sensor wrappers to retrieve sensor
data. CSD’s main responsibility is to collect sensor data
and bundle them together to satisfy the user requirement.
CSD uses data fusion operators to transform and extract
high-level information using raw sensor data as the user
specified in the request. These components are system
generated based on the reasoning output. After retrieving
and applying data fusion operators, CSD starts sending
data to the data dispatcher in order to be sent to the user.

• Context and Semantic Discoverers Repository (CSDR)
(C4): It holds all the CSDs created before. As we men-
tioned earlier, each CSD is custom built to address one
user request. However, a CSD can be reused if another
or same user makes exactly the same request. CSDR can

after [Perera et al., 2012]
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Design Principles

Layered architecture:
Functionalities are divided and structured into layered independent
components

Scalability and extensibility:
Components should be able to be added/removed dynamically

Mobility support
Resource optimisation
Application programming interface: comprehensive and easy to
learn API
Debugging mechanisms and tools: e.g. justifications behind the
results (cf. Intelligibility Toolkit [Lim and Dey, 2010])
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Design Principles (contd)

Automatic-context life cycle management
Context model independency
Extended, rich, and comprehensibe modelling:

Context model should be able to extend easily

Multi-model reasoning: Incorporate multiple reasoning models
together
Share information (real-time and historic):

Context sharing should happen at framework-to-framework and
framework-to-application

Monitoring and detection of events
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Context Management System Examples

3 systems
for each investigate:

intended purpose
use case
acquisition sources
representation
reasoning
architecture

cover examples for:
Ontology Modeling
Ontology, Rule-Based, Machine Learning based reasoning
Centralized, Decentralized and Peer-to-Peer architectures
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Example I

CoBrA
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CoBrA: Context Broker Architecture

Development: 2004, [Chen et al., 2004b]
Objective: support infrastructure for pervasive context-aware
systems

1 Model context domain through a collection of ontologies
2 Provide service of a shared model of context
3 Offer declarative policy language to define constraints on the

sharing of private information
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CoBrA: Use case

Figure: Easy Meeting Architecture. [Chen et al., 2004b]
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CoBrA: Context Acquisition
Context Sources:

bluetooth device sensing

source: sensor hardware, physical sensor
acquisition process: sensed
instant event, data is pushed

meeting participant location

source: middleware, logical sensor
acquisition process: derived
instant event, data is pushed

scheduled events and presenta-
tions

source: context server, virtual sensor
acquisition process: manually specified
instant event, data is pulled

speaker profiles

source: context server, virtual sensor
acquisition process: manually specified
instant event, data is pulled

state of the meeting

source: middleware, logical sensor
acquisition process: derived
interval event (deduced periodically), data is
pushed
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CoBrA: Representation

Figure: SOUPA (Standard Ontology for Ubiquitous and Pervasive Applications) consists of two
sets of documents: SOUPA Core and SOUPA Extension. [Chen et al., 2004b]
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CoBrA: Representation

SOUPA adopts vocabulary from a number of different consensus
ontologies:

Person (FOAF 1): typical vocabularies for describing contact
information and personal profile.

Policy and Action (2): vocabulary for representing security and
privacy policies

Time (DAML-Time 3): basic representation of time consisting of
tme:TimeInstant and tme:TimeInterval classes.
Space (ontologies in OpenCyc 4): support reasoning about

spatial relations between various types of geographical regions
mapping from the geospatial coordinates to the symbolic
representation of space and vice versa
representation of geographical measurements of space

1http://www.foaf-project.org/
2http://rei.umbc.edu/
3http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/
4http://www.cyc.com/opencyc
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CoBrA: Representation
<pol:Policy rdf:ID="&cobra;harrychen-policy">
<pol:policyOf>
<per:Person rdf:about="harrychen">

<per:name rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Harry Chen</per:name>
</per:Person>

</pol:policyOf>
<pol:defaultPolicyMode
rdf:resource="&pol;RequiresExplicitPermission"/>
<pol:permits rdf:resource="#CLS1"/>
<pol:forbids rdf:resource="#CLS3"/>

</pol:Policy>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="CLS1">
<rdfs:label>ShareMyLocInfoWithCloseFriends</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Share my location information with my close friends
</rdfs:comment>
<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">

<owl:Class rdf:about="&ebact;ShareLocationInfo"/>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="&act;recipient"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="#CloseFriend"/>

</owl:Restriction>
</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

Figure: Example from EasyMeeting application: Policy of participant Harry Chen allows location
information to be disclosed with close friends. [Chen et al., 2004b]
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CoBrA: Reasoning

Hybrid: Ontology reasoning (realization, consistency check) +
Rule based Reasoning (JESS)
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CoBrA: Architecture

Figure: A context broker acquires contextual information from heterogeneous sources and fuses it
into a coherent model to share with computing entities sharing the same space [Chen et al., 2004b]
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Example II

COSAR
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COSAR: Combined Ontology/Statistical
Activity Recognition

Development: 2009, [Riboni and Bettini, 2009]
Objective: Accurate activity recognition for medical
rehabilitation and ambient assisted living (AAL)

Use body-worn sensors
(e.g. motion tracking and inertial,
cardio-frequency etc)
Activity Recognition: supervised
learning algorithms - large amount of
labeled data
Activity Recognition:

combine ontological reasoning +
statistical reasoning
intuition: symbolic reasoning can
provide useful hints about
possible activities
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COSAR: Context Acquisition

Context Sources:

Body-worn + Environmental
Sensors

source: sensor hardware, physical sensor
acquisition process: sensed
instant event, data is pushed

GPS

source: sensor hardware, physical sensor
acquisition process: sensed
instant event, data is pulled

Indoor Location System

source: context server, logical sensor
acquisition process: sensed
instant event, data is pulled

Potential Activities

source: middleware, virtual sensor
acquisition process: manually specified
instant event, data is pulled
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COSAR: Representation

Statistical Model of Activities:
collect statistical measures of accelerometer sensor (e.g. mean,
variance, correlations ...)
multiclass logistic regression ! build statistical model of
considered activities

Figure: COSAR-ONT ontology. [Riboni and Bettini, 2009]
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COSAR: Representation

Statistical Model of Activities:
collect statistical measures of accelerometer sensor (e.g. mean,
variance, correlations ...)
multiclass logistic regression ! build statistical model of
considered activities

Figure: COSAR-ONT ontology. [Riboni and Bettini, 2009]
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COSAR: Representation

Ontological description of location attributes and activity
attributes

BrushingTeeth v PersonalActivity u 8performedIn.(9hasArtifact.Sink u . . .)

RestRoom v Room u 9hasArtifact.Sink u . . .

LivingRoom v Room u ¬9hasArtifact.WaterFixture u . . .

) Semantic matching of where activities can be performed

BrushingTeeth(CURR_ACT)
RestRoom(CURR_LOC_1)

LivingRoom(CURR_LOC_2)

performedIn(CURR_ACT,CURR_LOC_1)

isABoxConsistent()
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COSAR: Reasoning

Derivation of Possible Activities

initialize M

i ,j = 0 8 i , j ;

classify TBox ! hierarchy of concepts;

forall the pairs hl
i

,a
j

i do
create assertion s1 = a

j

(A );
create assertion s2 = l

i

(L );
create assertion s3 = performedIn(A ,L );
M

i ,j = isABoxConsistent();
retract s1,s2,s3;

1=brushingTeeth; 2=hikingUp; 3=hikingDown;
4=ridingBycicle; 5=jogging; 6=standingStill;

7=strolling; 8=walkingDownstairs;

9=walkingUpstairs; 10=writingOnBlackboard
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COSAR: Reasoning

Derivation of Possible Activities

initialize M

i ,j = 0 8 i , j ;

classify TBox ! hierarchy of concepts;

forall the pairs hl
i

,a
j

i do
create assertion s1 = a

j

(A );
create assertion s2 = l

i

(L );
create assertion s3 = performedIn(A ,L );
M

i ,j = isABoxConsistent();
retract s1,s2,s3;

1=brushingTeeth; 2=hikingUp; 3=hikingDown;
4=ridingBycicle; 5=jogging; 6=standingStill;

7=strolling; 8=walkingDownstairs;

9=walkingUpstairs; 10=writingOnBlackboard

Example Reasoning:

Current location: Woods (activity = strolling through a park)

Statistical classifier: �!
s

i

= h0, 0, 0.16, 0, 0, 0, 0.39, 0.45, 0, 0i !
confidence vector for activity instance i

) order: WalkingDownStairs(0.45), Strolling(0.39), hikingDown(0.16)
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Derivation of Possible Activities

initialize M

i ,j = 0 8 i , j ;

classify TBox ! hierarchy of concepts;

forall the pairs hl
i

,a
j

i do
create assertion s1 = a

j

(A );
create assertion s2 = l

i

(L );
create assertion s3 = performedIn(A ,L );
M

i ,j = isABoxConsistent();
retract s1,s2,s3;

1=brushingTeeth; 2=hikingUp; 3=hikingDown;
4=ridingBycicle; 5=jogging; 6=standingStill;

7=strolling; 8=walkingDownstairs;

9=walkingUpstairs; 10=writingOnBlackboard

Example Reasoning:
Current location: Woods (activity = strolling through a park)
Statistical classifier: �!

s

i

= h0, 0, 0.16, 0, 0, 0, 0.39, 0.45, 0, 0i !
confidence vector for activity instance i
Ontological reasoning (M matrix) ) WalkingDownStairs is infeasible
) order: Strolling(0.39), hikingDown(0.16)
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COSAR: Architecture

Figure: COSAR Architecture. [Riboni and Bettini, 2009]
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Example III

SOLAR
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SOLAR: A Context Fusion Network

Development: 2004, [Chen et al., 2004a]
Objective: context fusion infrastructure allowing reuse of
services already deployed and injecting additional aggregation
functions ) general purpose system for context management,
customization and user personalization
Focus:

Flexible: deploy well-known context services + application specified
customization
Scalable: handle large number of sensors, devices, applications,
and users.
Mobility: support both geographic and networking variability
Self-Management: monitor node failures, automatic recovery,
application-specific garbage-collection
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SOLAR: Use Case

Smart Meeting: instrumented meeting space The graffiti application: leave and retrieve
scribbles based on current location
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SOLAR: Context Acquisition

Smart Meeting:

Chair Pressure Sensor

source: sensor hardware, physical sensor
acquisition process: sensed
instant event, data is pushed

Badge Motion Sensor

source: sensor hardware, physical sensor
acquisition process: sensed
instant event, data is pushed

Graffiti Application:

Badge Location Sensor

source: sensor hardware, physical sensor
acquisition process: sensed
instant event, data is pushed
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SOLAR: Representation

Hybrid approach between tree based and attribute-value based
representations
Record = set of tag-value pairs

tag = string
value = string OR Record

A camera advertisement on the left and a query on the right to find all the
Canon cameras in building Sudikoff. [Chen et al., 2004a]
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SOLAR: Representation

Naming and Discovery
Name matches query if query’s strands are a subset of name’s
strands
Resource/Sensor and Operator Discovery through Intentional
Naming System (INS/Twine)5

Create INS Advertise: [sensor=camera][color=true][_type=name]
Create hash of advertisement and store on corresponding Planet
(Twine Node)

5http://nms.csail.mit.edu/projects/twine/
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SOLAR: Reasoning
Reasoning in SOLAR = Operator composition (akin to CEP - Complex Event
Processing6)

Figure: Filter-and-pipe software architecture: promotes reuse and composition.

Figure: An operator graph used for meeting detection with sensor fusion.

6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_event_processing
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SOLAR: Architecture

SOLAR = a set of functionally equivalent nodes called Planets
Planets form a service overlay using the Tapestry7 P2P protocol

Figure: Solar Architecture. Sources S and applications A may connect to any
Planet. Filled circles are operators and arrows represent data flow.
[Chen et al., 2004a]

7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tapestry_(DHT)
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SOLAR: Planet Architecture

Figure: Planet Architecture Diagram. Planets are execution environments for operators and
cooperatively provide operator management functionalities.

Planet operator services:
Dependency Management: operator monitoring and recovery; each
operator registers a configuration detailing start/restart procedures
Directory Service: naming and discovery
Mobility: client app. can connect to any Planet ! Proxy service
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Example Summary

3 types of architecture: centralized (CoBrA),
decentralized(COSAR), P2P(SOLAR)
3 types of representation: ontologies (CoBrA, COSAR),
probabilistic models (COSAR), attribute-value (SOLAR)
4 types of reasoning: ontology-based (CoBrA, COSAR).
rule-based (CoBrA), supervised learning (COSAR), operator
composition (SOLAR)

No system can currently handle all problems posed by
Context-Awareness Scenarios.
Most systems are problem oriented. In a lot of cases that
suffices.
Ambient Intelligence is catching on. Lots of theoretical and
applied research going on.
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